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Optimal Designs for Minimax Extrapolation 
M. c. SPRUILL* 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Communicated by S. Karlin 
Speckman developed a minimax linear estimator robust against departures from 
an assumed model. Some concomitant questions of optimal design are investigated. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The problem considered is that of the extrapolation of a function to a 
point outside the interval on which observations may be taken. Thus, we 
suppose that for every finite collection of points (x, ,..., xN} in [a, b] we may 
observe with error the values of an unknown function 8 and that we are to 
provide on the basis of the observed values (Y(x,),..., Y(xN)}, Y(xj) = 
O(X,~) + .ej, E(sj) = 0, E(siej) = 6,, an estimate of the value of e(c). It is 
assumed that on the interval [a, cl, c > b, 8 is essentially a polynomial whose 
degree does not exceed m - 1. Allowance is made for the possibility that 0(“” 
is non-zero by choosing a linear estimator to minimize the maximum mean 
square error over 8 for which eCm-i) is absolutely continuous and 
(J; (ecm’(s))’ ds)“* < E. Th e maximum mean square error of the resulting 
estimator can be found using Speckman’s [ 101 methods and depends of 
course on the selection of the points (x,,..., xN}. The optimal locations of 
these points in [a, bj are related to the solution to the following 
complementary problem P, for r = (NE*)-‘. 
P,: For q > 0 and a < b < c fixed, minimize 
over all 0 in the Sobolev space W$,[a, cl such that B(c) = 1. 
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The problem P, is shown to have a unique solution B0 and, setting (1 0lla = 
SUPa<x<b ietx)i h ere and throughout the remainder, it equioscillates on [a, b] 
in the sense that there are m or more points a < xl* < XT < ... < x,*+ k < b 
and a q =0 or 1 such that 0,(x:) = (-1)it4 I(t9,II, for i= l,..., m + k. The 
optimal locations are shown to lie among the x,?s. 
We characterize the cases for which there is an optimal allocation on 
precisely m points and show that the optimal proportions of observations to 
be taken at these points are 
I #,$>I 
pi* = -yj”=, 1 ~,;(c)l at xi*2 i = l,..., m, 
where 
are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials to the points xi”. In this case, we 
are able to give a formula for the solution to P,. It appears in (4.2) and can 
be seen to be a polynomial of degree 2m - 1 on each of the subintervals 
Ix,?, xi*, ,I, i = 0 ,..., m, where x$ = a and x,*+ 1 = c. It is in fact a spline with 
2m - 2 continuous derivatives on la, cl and knots {x,? }j’=, at which it attains 
its maximum absolute value on la, b]. Also in this case, Speckman’s 
minimax linear estimator of 0(c) turns out to be the usual least-squares 
estimator, namely, the value at c of the polynomial of degree m - 1 passing 
through ((XT, ~(x~))}~=, . Furthermore, the optimal proportions are readily 
observed to be given by the same formula as those for the Hoel-Levine [ 11 
optimal designs except that the locations can differ. 
The Hoel-Levine designs are immediately obtained by taking q = +co. 
This suggests that when v is “large” our model-robust optimal designs may 
be very nearly those of Hoel-Levine, or put another way, that the Hoel- 
Levine designs are robust against small departures from the assumed model. 
As discussed in further detail in the conclusion, this indeed seems to be 
plausible. 
In studying the model robust extrapolation of a mean function from the 
half-line [0, co) to the point -1, Huber [2] characterized the optimal designs 
using a minimax linear estimator and allowing sup _ I ,,X< + co I B(m)(x)l < E. 
When m = 2, we are able to make direct comparisons. His optimal designs 
were on 0 and’one other point. The model we consider also yields support on 
0 and a point which lies to the right of Huber’s by a factor of roughly 
(3/2)“’ - 1. 
There are many others who treat optimal robust designs. See, for example, 
Kiefer [4], Li [5], Li and Notz [6], Marcus and Sacks [7], Notz [8], and 
Pesotchinsky [9]. None of the above-mentioned have assumptions which are 
exactly the same as ours. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that for every finite set of distinct points {x,,..., xk} in the 
interval [a, b] and for every collection of positive integers (n, ,..., nk} we are 
able to observe the uncorrelated random variables { Y,(x,),..., Yn,(x,),..., 
Y,Jx,J}. We assume that for every x in the interval [a, c], c > b, the expec- 
tations E [ Y’(x)] are finite E [ Y(x) - E [ Y(x)]] * E 1 and that the function of 
x, 19(x) = E[ Y(x)] though unknown has m - 1 absolutely continuous 
derivatives and an mth derivative Btrn) which is in L*(a, c]. The latter such B 
constitute a Sobolev space which we will denote by FVk]a, c]. 
Let Z denote the space of all Bore1 probability measures on ]a, b] and 
define for q > 0 the function 
dm = sup e* Cc) j-i e”(x) dQx) + q J; (eyx))’ dx ’ (2.1) 
where the supremum extends over all BE IVL[a, c] for which the 
denominator does not vanish. Define the statistical problems 
S,: Find &, E B if such exists minimizing d,(r). 
The reason for calling the problems S, statistical problems is that if 
CJ -I = NE*, &, solves S,, and the support S(<,) of c&, contains r < N points, 
then &-, is the (approximate theory) optimal experimental design for 
estimating e(c) using Speckman’s minimax linear estimator with TB= B”“’ 
and J ;^ (ecm)(x))’ dx < E 2. This follows from the formula for the maximum 
mean square error of Speckman’s estimator. 
Using the similarities between this formula and the one for the variance of 
the best linear unbiased estimator one can deduce the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose there is a function 6, in the set 
A = {8 E Wi[a, cl: 0(c) = 1 } and a probability measure C$ E E satisfying 
(9 W&J = b: I M4 = maxIa,bl I444l~~ 
(ii) there is an a > 0 such that for all 0 E Wi[a, cl 
j” e(X) 6,(X) d&,(X) + r 1’ 6’“‘(X) 6;m’(X> dX = ati( 
cl a 
and 
solvei;) 
v 
&d02(x) d&(x) + q I; (f9cm)(x))2 dx = 0 entails B(c) = 0. Then <,, 
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Furthermore, if there is a <,, E E satisfying d,(&,) = inf, d,(r) < co, then 
there is a 6, E A satisfying (i) through (iv). 
Part (iv) provides the connection between the extremal problems P, and 
the statistical problems S,. 
3. THE PROBLEMS P, 
The extremal problems are 
P,: minimize over BE E’L[a, cl satisfying e(c) = 1 the functional 
P(e) = IIelL + rl lPcm)Il:* 
(Recall the abuse of the notation above, 11. Ilm is restricted to the subinterval 
[a, bl while II. IL is on [a, cl.) The functional p is not differentiable and the 
problems P, are not standard. The theorem is just as easily proven for the 
more general case in which the operator D m is replaced by the differential 
operator L = D”’ + a,,- iD”-’ + . . + + a,,D’, where al is j times 
continuously differentiable. 
For q > 0 the problem P, is 
P”,: minimize 
over e E Wf, [a, cl satisfying etc) = 1. 
We require the following result in characterizing the solutions to the 
extremal problems. Suppose that f, ,..., f,,, is a Chebyshev system on la, cl 
and b E (a, c). 
LEMMA 3.1. The collection of functions F = (Cy=, @Jj: p’f (c) = O} has 
the Chebyshev property on la, 61. In particular, at least one of A(c), 
j E ( l,..., m), say f,(c), must be non-zero and the system ( gi}yT2 is a T- 
system for F, where 
giCx) =.Ox> - f,tcj fief,(x). (3.1) 
Proof: It is easily checked that the span of ( g,}?! Z is F if f,(c) # 0. Let 
a<<, < 72 < .+. < 7, _, < b and form the determinants 
g,(7,) *-. g*(7,-1) f,(T,) *.. f,(c) 
D= i and A= ; 
tLl(7d ..* k!,(7,-,) fm(71) ..-f,(c) * 
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Since A = (-l)“fi(c)D and the determinants A do not change sign the 
determinants D must not change sign. 1 
THEOREM 3.1. The problem F,, has a solution B0 E Wk[a, c]. If the null 
space of L has the Chebyshev property, then there exist points a < x, < 
x2 < **- < x, < b and q = 0 or 1 such that 
eCl(xi)= tA1)‘+’ /IBCIIIm 
and ifq > 0 the solution is unique. 
Proof If q = 0 clearly @((B,) = 0 and there are many solutions. If 17 > 0, 
let 13, E Wf,,[a, c] be such that p’(8,) linfp’(0). Using the weak sequential 
compactness of the unit ball in L, and the local compactness of R” yields a 
minimizing 0,. 
For the following arguments, we shall employ the notation of Karlin and 
Studden [3] in counting the zeros of a continuous function on [a, b]. If 
x0 E (a, b) is an isolated zero off and f does not change sign at x,,, then x0 is 
termed a non-nodal zero. All other zeros, including zeros at the endpoints 
are nodal zeros. For any such function g(f) is the number of zeros in [a, b] 
counting one for each nodal zero and two for each non-nodal zero. Suppose 
that g is a continuous function on [a, b] and there are points a <x, < 
x2 < --- < x, < b and q E (0, I} such that g(x,) = (-l)i+q ]I g]lco, i = l,..., m. 
If there exists a point x,, E (xi,..., x,) and a continuous function h such that 
Wo) = g(xoh then II h IL G II & entails z(g - h) > m - 1. Consider the 
collection of functions on [a, c]{CF=, ajh: a’f(c) = 0} where f, ,...,f, is a T- 
system for the null space of L. Their restriction to [a, b] is spanned by the 
Chebyshev system g, ,..., g, which may be defined, iff,(c) # 0, except for the 
sign of one of them, from (3.1). By Bernstein’s theorem (see Karlin and 
Studden [3]) there are constants /I,,..., /I, such that p’f(c) = 0, and the 
function C,“=, /Ii& = g, is the minimax approximant to 8, on [a, b]. 
Therefore, there exist m points a < x, < ... < x, < b and a q E { 0, 1 } such 
that 
~~O~xi~~eO~xi~~~~1~i+q~II~O~~8,11~~ 
where ]I go - 8,1(, = sup a&&b igO(x>-eO(x)i' Aiso 
(3.2) 
II go - loll = WllXPjf; - e,il,:mw = 01. 
Since Lg, = 0 on [a, c] and p’f(c) = 0 entails (0, - g,)(c) = 1, we must have 
I] 8,]], = ]] 8, - go]loo. Furthermore there must be a point x E [a, b] at which 
fiJ,(x) = e,(x) - g,(x) = f ]] eo]], . We conclude g(0, - (0, - go)) > m - 1 on 
[a, b]. However, if So - (6, -go) = go is a non-trivial polynomial in the 
system g, ,..., g,, we must have by Theorem 4.2 of Karlin and Studden 
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z(g,) < m - 2. We conclude that g,, the best approximant from F on [a, b], 
is zero. Consequently B,, itself equioscillates in the sense of (3.2). 
Using the strict convexity of the norm on a Hilbert space one can verify 
that the solution is unique. 1 
4. SOME SOLUTIONS TOP, AND S, 
A solution to S, is an optimal strategy for player I in the game on 2 x A 
whose payoff kernel is 
(4.1) 
where E is the set of probability measures on the Bore1 subsets of [a, b] and 
A is the collection of points in Wk[a, c] for which 0(c) = 1. In this game, 
player I has an optimal strategy <,, and the game has a value. According to 
Theorem 2.1, the support S(&,) of &, is contained in the set of points at 
which the solution P, attains its maximum absolute value on [a, b]. It can be 
shown that the support S(ts,) contains at least m points and is a discrete set. 
Our main theorem below characterizes those cases in which an optimal 
design is supported on exactly m points. We require the following collection 
of functions on [a, c]. For each subset of points (x,,..., x,} satisfying 
a<x,<x,<-‘a <x,,<bdefine 
where 
THEOREM 4.1. Let q > 0 be arbitrary. There is a solution &, to S, whose 
support is a &x, < .a- < x, < b if and only if the corresponding jiintion 6 
equioscillates in the sense that &xi) = (-l)‘-* I[Sll, for i= l,..., m. Zf there 
is a solution &, supported on m points a < x, < .. - < x, < b, then 
(4.3) 
for i = l,..., m and to is the unique solution to S, supported on m points. 
Furthermore, the corresponding function 6 solves P,. 
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ProoJ Suppose first that 6 equioscillates at points a < x, < +.- < x, < b. 
Let &, assign masses according to (4.3). We see immediately that (i) and (iii) 
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. To check (ii) use the fact that every functionf 
in #‘;[a, c] is of the form 
where p is a polynomial of degree no more than m - 1. Write p in terms of 
the functions #X,, i = l,..., m, and regroup to get 
f(x) =5 fW #xi(x) + jc W) f”“‘W dt. 
i=l a 
In particular utilizing this expansion on tI with x = c results in 
e(c) = 5 d,(c) e(Xj) + Jc h,(t) 8(“‘)(t) dt. 
j=l (2 
It follows from the form of 6 and &, that 
j* e(x) 6(x) d&(x) + r jc Ocm’(x) Rzhr;Qz dx 
a a 
= ,$ e(xj> R2 IQvQ2 (-l)j-” Jff$J! + R2 :sQ2 11 ecm)(x)h&) dx 
rl 
= R2 + vQ2 
[ -? B(xj) #&> + 11 Ocm)(x> h,(x) dx] = a&c>. 
,r, 
This verifies (ii), that & solves S,, and that 6 solves P,. 
Now suppose that <,, solves S, and its support is a Q x1 < x2 < --- < 
x, < b. By Theorem 2.1, there is a function 6, satisfying (i)-(iv). It is 
therefore a solution to P,. Using (ii) and choosing t9 to be $,i, i = l,..., m, 
shows that & assigns probabilities to the xI)s according to (4.3). Since to 
solves S,, it follows that [K(&, , .)I I”, where K is defined in (4.1), is a norm 
]] . ]I0 in which Wk[a, c] is a Hilbert space. Therefore, the unique solution to 
inf,, ]I. ]I: is also the unique function which satisfies (ii). This function is 6,. 
However, we have already seen that 6 satisfies (ii) when &, assigns 
probabilities according to (4.3). Thus 6 = 6, and 6 solves P,. Uniqueness of 
& among m point optimal designs follows from the uniqueness of the 
solution of P,. 1 
It can be shown that whenever v is sufficiently large the only optimal 
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TABLE I 
Optimal Designs for m=3 When a=-1. b= 1, a&c= 1.5 
rl XI X2 Xl 
IO0 
5 x 10-l 
10 ’ 
5x 1o-2 
lo-? 
5 x 10-j 
10-j 
5 x lomJ 
- 1 .oooo 0.0020 1.0000 
0.004 1 
0.0206 
0.0408 
- 0.1775 
- 0.2888 
-0.7558 0.5328 - 
-0.5028 0.6003 
designs will be m point designs. When m = 2 there are always two point 
optimal designs which can be shown to be as follows. Set 
(b-a)* 1 1 -I 
rl 0 = 1 24  b-a + 2(c - 6) 
and define the function x,(v) to be a when q > g, and to be the unique real 
solution in [a, b) to 
(b-x)*_ 1 _ 1 
24~ 2(c-6) b-x 
(4.4) 
when r] E (0, q,,). The optimal design is supported on x,(q) and b and places 
masses (c - b)/(c - b + c - x,) and (c - x,)/(c - b + c -x,), respectively, at 
TABLE II 
Optimal Designs for m=4 When a=-1. b=+l. and c= 1.5 
v XI X2 
10" 
5 x 10-l 
10-l 
5 x lo-’ 
1o-2 
5 x 10-j 
lo-” 
5 x lo-” 
1o-J 
5 x lo-5 
lo-’ 
- 1 .oooo -0.4999 
- -0.4999 
-0.4998 
- -0.4996 
- -0.4982 
-0.4965 
-0.4827 
- -0.4654 
-0.3334 
-0.2077 
-0.7392 0.0823 
0.5000 1 .oooo 
0.5000 
0.5002 - 
0.5004 - 
0.5022 
0.5043 
0.5207 
0.5387 
0.6223 
0.6662 - 
0.7455 - 
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FIG. 1 
\ 
-.272 
J \ 
9 
q=O.Ol, x, =0.2513, x1= 1. 
FIG.~. q=O.l, x,=-l, x,=0.0206. x3= 1. 
Y  
FIG. 3. 7 = 5 x 10m4, x1 = -0.5028, x2 = 0.6003, X) = 1. 
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Y 
-.034- 
FIG. 4. q = lo-‘, x, = -0.7392, x1 = 0.0823, x3 = 0.7455. .x4 = 1. 
those points. Equation (4.4) is easily solved numerically so the case m = 2 
has been completely solved. 
When m > 2, we have no general formula for finding the optimal 
locations. Tables I and II give optimal designs for a = -1, b = 1, and c = 1.5 
which we have found numerically and in Figs. 1 through 4 are graphed some 
corresponding solutions to P,. We conjecture that when m = 3 and 
v = 2.7 x 10m4 the optimal model robust design is supported on four rather 
than three points and when m = 4 and q = 10e6 the optimal design is 
supported on five rather than four points. 
Notice that in all cases “large” values of q result in model robust designs 
(solutions to S,) whose supports are very nearly those of the Hoel-Levine 
designs. Notice also that “large” is rather small. In case m = 2, q > $ yields 
optimal model robust designs which coincide with the Hoel-Levine designs. 
When m = 3, values of q greater than 0.05 give designs which are very close, 
and when m = 4, a value of v greater than 0.005 sufftces. Thus, for small 
departures from the assumed model the Hoel-Levine designs appear likely to 
perform quite well. 
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